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Student Workshop Program Schedule 

 

Monday, September 23, 2019 

8:45 AM Registration 
9:00 AM Introductory Remarks 
9:30 AM Storytelling Keynote lead by Dr. David Helfand 
10:30 AM Coffee Break 
10:50 AM Pop Talks 
11:00 AM Diversity and Equity – Introduction and Practice 

Panel I: Arlene Knowles, Rachel Ivie, Nicole Cabrera Salazar, Savannah 
Frazier, Willie Rockward 

12:30 PM Lunch 
1:15 PM Pop Talks 
1:30 PM 
 

Media Engagement 
Panel II: Catherine Meyers, Yuen Yiu, Larry Frum, Andrew Grant 

3:00 PM Media Engagement Practice 
4:30 PM Coffee Break 
4:50 PM Pop Talks 
5:00 PM Posters & Networking 
7:30 PM Group Photo & Career Networking Dinner 

 

Tuesday, September 24, 2019 

9:00 AM Science Communication 
Panel III: Veronica Falconieri Hays, Karin Heineman, Janine Krippner, 
Lauren Lipuma 

10:30 AM Coffee Break 
10:50 AM Pop Talks 
11:00 AM Science Communication Practice 
12:30 PM Lunch 
1:15 PM Pop Talks 
1:30 PM Member Societies Discussion 
2:30 PM Write-a-Thon Expert Review 

4:30 PM Coffee Break 
4:50 PM Pop Talks 
5:00 PM Science Policymaking 

Panel IV: David Goldston, Melissa Varga, Avital Percher 
6:30 PM Concluding Remarks 
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Staff Workshop Program Schedule 

 

Monday, September 23, 2019 

8:45 AM Registration 
9:00 AM Welcome to ComSciCon-AIP 
9:30 AM Informal Introductions and Objectives 
10:30 AM Coffee Break 
10:50 AM Importance of Communication in Developing Scientists 

Invited Speakers: Pratibha Dev, Michelle Pearce, Jay Mathews 
12:30 PM Lunch 
1:15 PM Pop Talks (Observation) 
1:30 PM Science Communication Roundtable 

3:00 PM Media Engagement Practice (Observation) 
4:30 PM Coffee Break 
4:50 PM Innovations Showcase 
6:00 PM Posters & Networking (Engagement) 
7:30 PM Dinner 

 

Tuesday, September 24, 2019 

9:00 AM AIP Informational Session/Joint Session 
9:30 AM ComSciCon Workshop Model 
10:30 AM Coffee Break 
10:50 AM Undergraduate Session lead by Dr. Brad Conrad 
12:30 PM Lunch 
1:15 PM Pop Talks (Observation) 
1:30 PM Member Societies Time (Engagement) 
2:30 PM Staff Debrief 

4:30 PM Concluding Remarks 
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Pop Talks 

 

Imagine the following concept: You just ended up in the elevator with your scientific hero. You have                 

only sixty seconds to explain to them who you are, what you do, and why your work matters.  

During the Pop Talk sessions you will have one minute to introduce yourself and explain your research to                  

the rest of the attendees. Please remember that not all attendees are experts in your field of interest, so                   

try to avoid using jargon. The audience has “Jargon” and “Awesome” cards in their folders. If they feel                  

like you used jargon, they’ll let you know. They can also let you know that you are awesome. 

 

Pop Talks Schedule Day 1 

 

Monday, Sept 23 at 10:50 AM 
Ambrose, Abigail The College of Wooster 
Akhbari Far, Sepideh The Catholic University of America 
Benish, Sarah University of Maryland 
Brown, Charles Yale University 
Bronk, Gabriel Brandeis University 
Chakraborty, TC (Tirthankar) Yale University 
Dey, Atreya University of Texas at Austin 
Fortais, Adam McMaster University 
Galabada Dewage, Ashan Ariyawansa University of Rochester 

Monday, Sept 23 at 1:15 PM 
Graham, Elyzabeth Juniata College 
Gima, Kevin North Dakota State University 
Glikin, Neil University of California, Berkeley 
Hasan, Farhanul New Mexico State University 
Hamilton, Greg University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Iafrate, Joseph University of Michigan 
Jafariyazani, Marziye University of California, Riverside 
Jain, Rahul Michigan State University 
Kamdar, Shashank University of Minnesota-Twin Cities 

Monday, Sept 23 at 4:50 PM 
Kulkarni, Sumeet University of Mississippi 
Kozakis, Thea Carl Sagan Institute, Cornell University 
Kwon, Youngah (Karen) Columbia University 
Klug, Allee Colorado State University 
Kumari, Geeta Michigan State University 
Kim, Bokyoung Georgia State University 
Lippi, Donald University of Maryland 
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Pop Talks Schedule Day 2 

 

Tuesday, Sept 24 at 10:50 AM 
Louie, Dana University of Maryland 
Lolinco, Annabelle Iowa State University 
Marasini, Ramesh Kansas State University 
McNulty, Paul New York University 
Majumdar, Ashabari University of Notre Dame 
Neto, David University of Illinois at Chicago 
Negussie, Sara The Catholic University of America 
Padavic, Karmela University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Price, Elon North Carolina State University 

Tuesday, Sept 24 at 1:15 PM 
Perez, Ruhi University of Maryland 
Powers-Riggs, Natalia Northwestern University 
Perez, Lucia Arizona State University 
Rahimi, Alireza North Dakota State University 
Runge, Jay Duke University 
Steffel, Catherine University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Shepard, Lisa University of Missouri 
Tarantino, Elizabeth University of Maryland 

Tuesday, Sept 24 at 4:50 PM 
Tabares, Jonathan Florida International University 
Tibbetts, Clara Colorado State University 
Tran, Viet Howard University 
White, Aaron San Francisco State University 
Woods, Dewan Purdue, University 
Yasharahla, Sharah Howard University 
Young, Nick Michigan State University 
Zagorac, Luna Yale University 
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Poster Abstracts 

Sarah Benish 
Graduate Science Policy at the University of Maryland 

 
The University of Maryland’s Graduate Science Policy (GSP) organization was started in Spring 2019 to               
help cultivate opportunities for graduate students in science policy and communication. We help advocate              
for evidence-based policies, improve connections between students and policy applications, and foster            
direct engagement in the science policy arena for UMD students. In order to support these missions, we                 
organize programs to engage the Maryland community. For example, we participate in casual activities              
like joining the Engaging Scientists & Engineers in Policy (ESEP) Coalition for Happy Hour in               
Washington, D.C., to more professional opportunities such as inviting experts working in science policy to               
speak on campus and touring professional societies headquarters, like the American Geophysical Union,             
located in Washington, D.C. As a student-run organization, we believe our mission is to help educate the                 
broader academic community on issues dealing with science policy. By involving students from many              
disciplines, including both policy and STEM fields, our group enriches the experiences of students on               
campus.  

Nicholas Young 
PERbites: Accessible physics education research 

 
Teaching plays a central role in the duties of graduate students and professors yet opportunities for                
teaching professional development are often limited. While there is an abundance of literature on teaching               
and learning, knowing where to access it and having time to read it is often problematic for many                  
academics who are interested in improving their teaching. Inspired by astrobites.org and the other              
ScienceBites sites, we’ve created PERbites (perbites.org) to remedy this gap. Each month, we             
summarize a recent and noteworthy physics education research or STEM education paper. These             
summaries are designed to be read in five minutes or less and provide practical ways to apply the                  
research findings to the classroom. As we are still a recent addition to the ScienceBites family, we are                  
always looking for interested writers and new ways to share physics education research with a broader                
community. 

Ashan Ariyawansa 
Long-distance outreach: How to do outreach while living 9000 miles away 

 
I present my personal experience during the last 4 years while staying in the USA as a graduate student,                   
how I managed to raise funds and coordinate with an amateur astronomy club in my home country, Sri                  
Lanka, to do more than 20 astronomy outreach projects. As a member of Nalanda College Alumni                
Astronomy Club in Colombo, Sri Lanka, I continued my contribution to the club, even after leaving home,                 
by collaborating with international astronomy platforms such as the International Astronomical Union            
(IAU), Astronomers Without Borders (AWB), Galileo Mobile, Cielo y Tierra, and Columba-Herschel:            
Astronomy for Peace. Three flagship projects and more than 20 sub-projects aimed to educate rural               
students on astronomy and science were launched with the financial help of the said organizations and                
succeeded in engaging students, teachers, and the general public totaling over 5000. Effective strategies              
for disseminating knowledge to the students, engaging teachers in astronomy education, and increasing             
the scientific awareness of the public were identified during the implementation of the said projects.  
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Sumeet Kulkarni 
Humans of LIGO 

 
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) is a large-scale scientific experiment           
designed to detect gravitational waves as predicted by Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity. The twin               
LIGO observatories made the first-ever direct detection of Gravitational Waves coming from a collision of               
two Black Holes in 2015, a feat that was awarded the Nobel prize in Physics in 2017. Humans of LIGO is                     
an initiative which celebrates the vital cogs in this mega-science endeavor - more than 1300 scientists                
and engineers from over 100 institutions and 18 countries worldwide that form the LIGO Scientific               
Collaboration (LSC). The LSC exhibits incredible diversity among its members, with people coming from              
all backgrounds and at various stages of their careers. Since August 2018, the Humans of LIGO project                 
has brought individuals from the collaboration to the forefront and given them a chance to tell their story. It                   
has showcased different aspects of their personalities: from their thoughts and experiences to their              
hobbies and interests. Not only is it a platform for highlighting LIGO researchers, but it also offers the                  
public a glimpse into their daily lives and life journeys. 
 

Ramesh Marasini 
 

Tiny Super Hero 
Tiny Super Hero is a student-led outreach event at Kansas State University focused to inspire and                
educate young kids (six graders or so) of Manhattan ‘Little Apple’ area to demonstrate the real world                 
applications of nanotechnology with hands-on activities. We use safer and low-cost materials to show              
how smaller materials in size have actually bigger role in many applications. For example, we use                
commercial antacid tablets-one in bulk and another powder form to produce bubbles after mixing with the                
same amount of water in tubes to show a large surface-area-to-volume ratio used in nanotechnology. We                
have found that about 72% of sixth-grader girls of 22 participants (2018) enrolled through girls               
researching our world (GROW) showed interest to pursue STEM education. We aim to expand this               
program in local schools an effort to inspire the next generation of scientists. 

Lisa Shepard 
Outreach with Laws Observatory at Mizzou 

 
Laws Observatory, located on the University of Missouri (Mizzou) campus in Columbia, Missouri, has              
been showing the sky to students and the general public since 1880. The observatory houses a 16-inch                 
Celestron Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, a computer room, and an astronomy exhibit room. Student            
volunteers run several outreach events such as weekly night-time open house viewings, daytime solar              
viewing with Coronado telescopes, exhibit room and telescope presentations for area schools, and the              
annual Haunted Observatory. 
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TC Chakraborty 
The Global Surface Urban Heat Island Explorer:  

Developing a Web Application to Increase Accessibility of Research Results 
 

The urban heat island (UHI) effect - the occurrence of higher temperatures in cities - is a well-known                  
consequence of urbanization on local climate. For our previous research, we developed a new algorithm,               
called the simplified urban-extent (SUE) algorithm, to estimate UHI intensity at the global scale. Using this                
dataset, we characterized the seasonal and temporal trends of the UHI for different climate zones and                
examined the control of vegetation on these patterns. Even with the current trend of making your research                 
data available with manuscripts, the data are rarely usable by a non-technical audience. Thus, along with                
the publication of the paper, we made our new database publicly accessible by designing an interactive                
web application to disseminate the results. This web portal is built on the Google Earth Engine platform                 
and allows users to query the UHI intensity of over 10,000 urban clusters all over the world using a simple                    
interface. Using the web portal, one can visualize the global maps, generate charts showing the seasonal                
and long-term trends in the UHI for individual urban clusters, and download the data for the clusters.Here                 
is the link to the application: https://yceo.users.earthengine.app/view/uhimap Further information about          
the portal can be found at: https://yceo.yale.edu/research/global-surface-uhi-explorer The creation of this           
web portal has increased traction of the paper, invited dialogue with policy-makers and city-planners              
looking for baseline urban heat data and urban dwellers interested in informed engagement with local               
governments, and led to collaborations with researchers in other fields.  

Gabriel Bronk 
Transforming High School Science Classes with Research-Based Projects and Funny Videos 

 
We are launching Reach into Research, a company that creates high school science curriculum              
materials, including funny science videos, engaging experiments and computational modeling/data          
analysis projects based on cutting-edge scientific research. We are looking for collaborators to help write               
and produce the curriculum materials. Through our videos, we aim to make science class as fun as                 
watching your favorite TV show (for preliminary examples, see our YouTube channel Bronk’s Brain).              
Through the projects that we develop, students are exposed to a variety of types of research and have                  
the opportunity to be the scientists! This provides students with a deep understanding of the scientific                
method and helps them decide which STEM fields to pursue. We are demoing our lessons in classrooms                 
during the 2019-2020 school year. 

 

 

 

  

https://yceo.users.earthengine.app/view/uhimap
https://yceo.yale.edu/research/global-surface-uhi-explorer
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Keynote Speaker 

 

 

David J. Helfand, a faculty member at Columbia University for forty-one years, served nearly half of that                 
time as Chair of the Department of Astronomy. He is the author of over 200 scientific publications and                  
has mentored 22 Ph.D. students, but most of his pedagogical efforts have been aimed at teaching                
science to non-science majors. He instituted the first change in Columbia's Core Curriculum in 60 years                
by introducing science to all first-year students. In 2005, he became involved in the effort to create                 
Canada's first independent, non-profit, secular university, Quest University Canada. He was a Visiting             
Tutor in the University's inaugural semester in the Fall of 2007 and served as the institution's President                 
& Vice-Chancellor from 2008 to 2015. He also recently concluded a four-year term as President of the                 
American Astronomical Society. 

He is currently a member of the Executive Committee of the Board of Science Counts, an organization                 
formed to communicate to the public the importance and impact of publicly funded fundamental              
research. His recent book, “A Survival Guide to the Misinformation Age” provides the essential tools               
informed citizens must acquire to combat the tsunami of mis- and dis-information that threatens              
rational approaches to personal decision-making and the formation of good public policy. 
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Panel 1: Diversity and Equity 

 
 

Arlene Modeste Knowles is managing the TEAM UP project. Arlene          
formerly managed and coordinated many diversity programs for the         
American Physical Society including the now retired, Scholarships for         
Minority Undergraduate Physics Majors, and the National Mentoring        
Community, a mentoring program to increase the number of minority          
physics bachelor’s degrees. Additionally, Arlene worked closely with the         
ad-hoc APS Committee on LGBT+ issues to elevate the presence of LGBT+            
physicists within the APS community, and to help them produce the first            
ever, LGBT Climate in Physics Report. She also served on the Program            
Management Team of the multi-million dollar grant-funded, APS Bridge         
Program, and has been instrumental in moving several APS diversity          
initiatives forward. Arlene holds a B.S. in Human Development with a           
pre-med track from Cornell University. 
 

 

Rachel Ivie is Senior Director, Education and Research at the American           

Institute of Physics (AIP), where she is responsible for the Center for            

History of Physics, the Niels Bohr Library and Archives, Student Programs,           

and the Statistical Research Center (SRC). For most of her 21-year career            

at AIP, she worked with the SRC, where she recently served as Director.             

Dr. Ivie received her PhD in sociology from the University of North            

Carolina at Chapel Hill, where she specialized in research methods,          

statistics, and gender. While at AIP, she has studied the careers of            

physicists, particularly the careers of women in physics. She has designed           

and carried out numerous studies: from a global study of scientists           

outlining gender differences in career progress to a longitudinal study of           

astronomy graduate students that explains the factors that may make          

women more likely to leave the field.  

 

 

 

 
Savannah Frazier has a combined 18 years of experience working in the           
aerospace, retail and hospitality industry. She is a Senior Operations          
Manager at GE Aviation where she leads multiple production         
departments and is responsible for the delivery and operational         
performance of engine sub-assemblies. She is also a member of GE’s           
Premiere Accelerated Executive Leadership Program (XLP). XLP offers        
individuals the opportunity to grow their understanding of the business,          
build relationships in and across the GE enterprise and develop key           
leadership skills to build and develop global senior professional and          
executive leaders. Savannah holds a B.Sc. in Political Science and a minor            
in Chemistry from Washington College. She was recently recognized at GE           
for her contributions in shifting company culture through personal         
leadership, influence, and inspiration of others. Savannah believes that         

https://gender-gap-in-science.org/
https://gender-gap-in-science.org/
https://www.aip.org/statistics/lsags
https://www.aip.org/statistics/lsags
https://www.aip.org/statistics/lsags
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everyone should have access to better and that we do better when we             
respect and embrace the uniqueness and similarities of every individual. 
 
 
 

 

Dr. Nicole Cabrera Salazar is a Latina astronomer who is passionate about            
social justice in science and technology. After creating multiple initiatives          
in graduate school for marginalized students, she decided to shift her           
career away from research to focus on integrating the STEM community           
through her company Movement Consulting. Nicole is also a dedicated          
mentor, helping Black and Brown scientists uncover their full potential. 
 
Movement Consulting is a social innovation company disrupting science         
and technology by empowering marginalized people to be their whole          
authentic selves. We partner with universities, research institutions, and         
tech companies who are committed to supporting marginalized scientists         
but may not know where to start. Rather than focus on diversity and             
inclusion in STEM, we believe that we have a responsibility to integrate            
marginalized people, their traditional knowledge and values, and their         
ways of being and doing science. 
 

 

Dr. Willie Rockward has a unique combination of leadership from          
academic, professional, and community experiences. As a tenured        
professor at Morehouse College, he served the past 7 years as the Chair             
of the Department of Physics & Dual Degree Engineering Program          
(Physics & DDEP) and the past 20 years as the Research Director of the              
Materials and Optics Research & Engineering (MORE) Laboratory. Among         
his professional leadership experiences, he is the President of the          
National Society of Black Physicists and the immediate Past President of           
Sigma Pi Sigma Physics Honor Society. Also, he has served a combination            
of 23 years as Pastor of the Divine Unity Missionary Baptist Church and             
Associate Minister of Antioch Baptist Church North in East Point and           
Atlanta, Georgia, respectively. As Chair of Physics & DDEP at Morehouse,           
his vision and leadership resulted in the department being the US #1            
producer for underrepresented minorities with Bachelor of Science        
degrees in Physics according to the American Institute of Physics in           
conjunction to boasting the Nation’s most productive Dual Degree         
Engineering Program. He is a strong proponent of STEM mentorship using           
methodologies of faculty-to-student, peer-to-peer, professional     
shadowing, life-skills coaching, and research apprenticeship. His current        
research interests include micro/nano optics lithography, extreme       
ultraviolet interferometry, metamaterials, terahertz imaging,     
nanostructure characterization, and crossed phase optics. 
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Panel 2: Media Engagement 

 
 

Catherine Meyers is a deputy editor for Inside Science. She has a           
bachelor’s degree in engineering from Harvey Mudd College and a          
graduate certificate in science writing from UC Santa Cruz. She has written            
for the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, the Monterey Herald, and          
ScienceNOW, the online science news arm of AAAS. Before beginning her           
writing career, Catherine worked as a software/firmware tester and tech          
support analyst for a leading manufacturer of data radios and also served            
a two-year stint in the Peace Corps in Ukraine. 

 
 

Dr. Yuen Yiu has a Ph.D. in Physics from University of Tennessee and a            
bachelor's degree, also in Physics, from University of Michigan. During his           
time as a scientific researcher he worked at numerous institutions          
including Brookhaven National Lab, Oak Ridge National Lab, Ames         
National Lab, and Argonne National Lab. His area of expertise includes           
various investigative techniques using X-Ray and neutron scattering on         
materials. Originally from Hong Kong, Yuen is fluent in both Cantonese          
and Mandarin. In Yuen’s spare time he enjoys running and playing music.  

 

 
 

Larry Frum is the Senior Press Officer at the American Institute of Physics.             
Larry is highly skilled in multiple aspects of media creation and journalism            
with experience managing outlets and publishing news and feature         
pieces. In the past, he worked in developing, and editing content for the             
nation’s leading news outlets, including NBC online channel. His areas of           
expertise include media relationships, process improvement, social media        
management, journalistic writing and editing, podcasts and video        
production, digital production, relationship development, staff education       
and leadership, and project management.  

 

 
Andrew Grant is the online editor at Physics Today. He has also worked at              
Science News and Discover magazines. Andrew’s work has appeared in          
The Best American Science and Nature Writing anthology, and he has won            
awards from the American Geophysical Union and the American Institute          
of Physics. Andrew has a bachelor’s degree in physics from The College of             
New Jersey and a master’s in journalism from New York University’s           
Science, Health and Environmental Reporting Program. 
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Panel 3: Science Communication 

 

Veronica Falconieri Hays is a Certified Medical Illustrator (CMI)         
specializing in medical, molecular, cellular, and biological visualization,        
including still media and animation. She runs a medical illustration studio,           
Falconieri Visuals, serving clients primarily in the biotech and pharma          
industries. Prior to founding Falconieri Visuals, Veronica earned her         
Master of Arts in Medical and Biological Illustration from Johns Hopkins           
School of Medicine. After graduating, Veronica worked within a         
cryo-electron microscopy lab at the National Cancer Institute, and         
collaborated extensively with researchers as they discovered structures of         
biological molecules. Veronica now works with Falconieri Visuals' clients         
to illustrate and animate all things medical and biological, including          
anatomy, pathology, cell and molecular biology, physiology,       
neuroscience, and biotechnology. 
 

 
 

Karin Heineman is the executive producer of Inside Science TV. She has            
produced over 800 videos on science, technology, engineering and math          
in the past 19 years for Inside Science and its predecessor, Discoveries            
and Breakthroughs Inside Science. She has been with AIP for over 25            
years – and started her video career at AIP when an associate video             
producer opportunity popped up – she went for it and has been            
producing ever since. She is a member of the D.C. Science Writers            
Association and won the 2017 DCSWA Newsbrief Award for her video The            
Bee Dance. She studied imaging and digital art at the University of            
Maryland Baltimore County, and dietetics at the University of Northern          
Colorado. She currently lives in Baltimore city. 

 

 

Dr. Janine Krippner is a physical volcanologist from New Zealand          
specializing in explosive volcanism, in particular, pyroclastic flows (hot,         
fast avalanches of rock and gas). She is also working on a project to create               
online content using archived photographs to describe volcanic        
landforms, processes, and hazards for research and public use. Janine is           
passionate about improving global understanding of volcanic hazards and         
safety, and working with media is an important part of this. She uses             
social media to raise awareness of volcanic activity, hazards, safety, and           
preparedness during volcanic lulls, and improve access to high-quality         
information during a volcanic crisis. 
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Lauren Lipuma is a public information specialist and writer at the           
American Geophysical Union (AGU). She communicates new Earth and         
space science research findings published in AGU journals and presented          
at AGU meetings to the press and public, primarily through written and            
multimedia content. Lauren holds a bachelor’s and master’s degree in          
biomedical engineering from Tulane University. She previously held a         
position as a staff writer for a monthly medical magazine, has worked in             
wildlife conservation, and worked for more than 5 years at Memorial           
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York, N.Y., where she studied the           
immune response to infectious diseases and established a new lab          
devoted entirely to the study of the human microbiome. Lauren is           
currently the vice president of the D.C. Science Writers Association. 
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Panel 4: Science Policymaking 

 

 

Dr. Avital Percher is a AAAS Science and Technology Fellow in the Office             
of the Director at the National Science Foundation. He obtained his Ph.D.            
at the lab of Chemical Biology and Microbial Pathogenesis at the           
Rockefeller University, focusing on the molecular mechanisms of anti-viral         
host defense proteins. While there, he became fascinated with how policy           
affects the interface between the scientific enterprise and society. He          
co-hosted a science policy podcast called Science Soapbox as well as           
helped found the student and postdoc-run Science and Education Policy          
Association (SEPA). He is a co-founder, and Director of Partnerships for           
the National Science Policy Network, a grassroots non-profit that helps to           
support and foster science policy groups nationwide. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

David Goldston became Director of the MIT Washington Office in May          
2017.  The Washington Office is MIT’s “embassy,” providing policymakers         
with information and positions from MIT, and keeping the campus          
abreast of relevant developments in the nation's capital.  As director,        
Goldston helps shape MIT’s policy and positions, and its communications          
regarding federal matters. Prior to coming to MIT, Goldston was Director           
of Government Affairs at the Natural Resources Defense Council, a         
leading environmental group for eight years, where he helped shape         
NRDC’s federal political strategy, policies, and communications.  Before       
his time at the NRDC he spent more than 20 years on Capitol Hill,            
working primarily on science and environmental policy, including serving        
as Chief of Staff of the House Committee on Science from 2001           
through 2006. After retiring from government service, Goldston was a         
visiting lecturer at Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of        
Public and International Affairs, and at Harvard University Center for        
the Environment.  He is currently an adjunct professor at        
Georgetown University.  From 2007 through November 2009, he wrote a         
monthly column for Nature on science policy titled, “Party of One.”       
 Goldston also was the project director for the Bipartisan Policy Center           
report: “Improving the Use of Science in Regulatory Policy,” which was           
released in August 2009.  He authored a chapter in The Science of Science           
Policy: A Handbook (Stanford University Press, 2011).  He is a member of           
the advisory committee for the National Academies’ Climate        
Communications Initiative, and has served on numerous panels of the          
Academy and other science policy organizations.  He holds a B.A. (1978)          
from Cornell University and completed the coursework for a Ph.D. in         
American history at the University of Pennsylvania. 

http://scipolnetwork.org/
http://scipolnetwork.org/
https://www.nature.com/collections/ylplwrknvj
https://bipartisanpolicy.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/BPC-Science-Report-fnl.pdf
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Melissa Varga is Science Network community manager and partnerships         
coordinator with the Center for Science and Democracy at the Union of            
Concerned Scientists. She manages the online community for the Science          
Network, a group of more than 25,000 scientists and technical experts           
interested in science advocacy, which offers its members resources,         
trainings, webinars, and opportunities to get involved in the issues they           
care about. In her role, Melissa oversees the development of skills-based           
trainings and resources, works to identify leadership development        
opportunities for members, manages the Science Network’s social media         
and web presence, and analyzes program performance. She also manages          
partnership development for the Science Network, along with Center for          
Science and Democracy work on scientist-community partnerships,       
bringing together underrepresented groups and local scientists. Prior to         
joining UCS, Melissa was candidate outreach manager of the Candidate          
Project at the New Organizing Institute, where she helped train and           
provide online resources for citizens across the country who were running           
for local office. She earned an MA in political management from The            
George Washington University, and BA in English and political science          
from Marietta College. 

 
  

Staff Workshop Speakers 

 
 

Dr. Pratibha Dev received her Ph.D. in theoretical condensed matter          
physics at the University at Buffalo. She joined the Howard University in            
2015, where she is currently an Assistant Professor in the Department of            
Physics and Astronomy. Her research spans a range of topics across           
disciplinary boundaries. She is currently investigating novel 2D materials       
for nanoelectronic devices, hybrid nanomaterials for potential       
applications in solar cell technology and the physics of defect centers in            
solids of interest in nanoscale sensing and quantum information. 

 
 

Dr. Jay Mathews is an Associate Professor in the Department of Physics at             
the University of Dayton. Dr. Mathews earned his Ph.D. in Experimental           
Condensed Matter Physics from Arizona State University. His expertise         
lies in the area of materials for infrared optoelectronics applications. He is            
interested in Group IV alloys, photovoltaics, thermoelectrics, infrared        
detectors, quantum dots and wells, and long wavelength lasers. 
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Dr. Michelle Pearce is an Assistant Professor at the University of           
Maryland School Graduate School and Director of their Science         
Communication Certificate program. She earned her PhD from Yale         
University in Clinical Psychology. As a Clinical Health Psychologist, she          
provides integrative psychotherapy for individuals and couples. Her        
research is in the integration of religion/spirituality into psychotherapy.         
She created a national online training program to develop spiritual          
competencies in mental health providers. She is also the author of three            
books, including Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Christians with        
Depression: A Tool-Based Primer. 
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Organizing Committee 

 

Dr. Arianna Soldati has a Ph.D. in Volcanology from the University of            
Missouri-Columbia. Throughout her life, she has been deeply fascinated         
by volcanoes, and she decided to turn that passion into her career. She             
is currently a Postdoctoral Fellow in Germany, at LMU Munich. Arianna           
is also very passionate about Science Communication and Outreach,         
and she is always happy to answer questions and to talk about her life              
as a Volcanologist. 

 

 

Dr. Nathan Sanders is an astronomer by training, a professional data           
scientist, and an organizer in the domain of science communication.          
Nathan is the Chair of the Leadership Team for ComSciCon and was a             
co-founder of the organization at its launch in 2012. He also           
co-founded Astrobites in 2010 and helped cultivate the ScienceBites         
network of graduate student writing collaboratives in other fields.         
Nathan is the Chief Scientist for WarnerMedia Applied Analytics.         
Nathan did his undergraduate work in Physics and Astrophysics at          
Michigan State University and earned his PhD in Astronomy and          
Astrophysics from Harvard University. 
 

 

Dr. Foteini Delisavva, originally from Veroia, Greece, has a Ph.D. in           
physical chemistry from Charles University in Prague and a M.Sc. in           
applied mathematical and physical sciences from National Technical        
University in Athens (NTUA). Her scientific interests include the design          
and characterization of polymer-based nanomaterials in solution with        
desired properties for biomedical applications. Foteini is very interested         
in science communication and outreach projects. She is a publicity          
manager and author at Softbites. She is also contributing as annotator           
of primary literature at Science in the Classroom (SitC). 

 

 
Rob Campbell is a materials physicist broadly interested in structure,          
design, multi-scale assembly, and organismal biology. He splits his time          
between Boston, MA, USA and Okinawa, Japan, where he is a Ph.D.            
candidate at the Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology Graduate          
University (OIST). Before grad school Rob worked in sustainable         
development policy at the UN, taught English in China, wrote for a            
variety of blogs, and was a tea expert in the Boston food scene. He is               
also currently a style manager and author at Softbites.  
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Dr. Flip Tanedo grew up in Los Angeles and fell in love with physics after               
reading The Physics of Star Trek. This carried into degrees in          
mathematics and physics at Stanford, Cambridge, Durham, and a Ph.D          
at Cornell. After a postdoc at UC Irvine, he is currently faculty at UC              
Riverside where he is known for being covered in chalk dust after a long              
day’s work. 
 
 
 

 

Joshua Burrow is a Ph.D. candidate in Electro-Optics at the University of            
Dayton (UD) and a 2019 Ford Foundation Dissertation Fellow. He grew           
up in Baltimore, Maryland, received B.S. degrees in Mathematics and          
Physics at Morehouse College in 2012, and a M.S. in Electro-Optics at            
UD in 2015. His current research involves material synthesis and          
nano/micro fabrication of electronic and photonics devices for optical         
communication and display applications. Josh is also the student         
representative and board member of the National Society of Black          
Physicists, and past UD chapter president of the Optical Society (OSA)           
and the International Society for Optical Engineering (SPIE). 
 

 

Taylor Contreras is a graduate student in Harvard physics. She grew up            
in Bend, Oregon and got her B.S. at the University of Oregon in 2018.              
Taylor is working with Professor Roxanne Guenette on the NEXT          
experiment, which is searching for neutrinoless double beta decay. She          
is also passionate about diversity and inclusion and spends her free time            
volunteering and organizing for this cause. Taylor is a Co-Chair          
of Women in Physics and a volunteer for Science Club for Girls. 
 

 

 

 
Adria Schwarber is a science policy analyst for FYI Science Policy News            
at the American Institute of Physics (AIP). She comes to AIP from the             
University of Maryland, College Park where she earned a M.Sc. in           
Atmospheric and Oceanic Science and is currently completing her Ph.D.          
She is passionate about science communication and public engagement,         
having spoken at both the D.C. Story Collider and the Smithsonian’s           
Earth Optimism Teen Event, and is a frequent local science fair judge.            
Originally from Kentucky, Adria earned a dual B.A. in chemistry and           
political science from the University of Louisville in 2013. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

https://women.physics.harvard.edu/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.scienceclubforgirls.org_&d=DwMFaQ&c=WO-RGvefibhHBZq3fL85hQ&r=DRwqF3aoKjHyiYujdRVvNz_Ld6kV-koF1VjCnttS1sI&m=BHSwoZ6bBMCeOWoBkAaiBLRjkAXfBfElvVyO29NbAdI&s=Kvsytwia5tczre60AxJ5MeK_eYyIx569GFzf07ISvOU&e=
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Rose Hendricks is a science communication advocate and researcher.         
Rose is currently the Kavli Civic Science Fellow, working to help scientific            
societies support their members’ public engagement efforts. Her goal is          
to lead the development of systems and channels that will result in            
more effective and sustainable supports for scientists at the         
intersection of science and society. Rose is also the Vice-Chair of           
ComSciCon, where she works to ensure the sustainable expansion of          
workshops throughout the U.S. and Canada through fundraising and         
leading the ComSciCon Ambassadors program. In addition, she leads a          
team of program evaluators to ensure that our workshops are designed           
to have the greatest impact possible. When not advocating for the           
communication of science, Rose is advocating for science itself as a           
volunteer for Citizens’ Climate Lobby (CCL). As part of a collective effort          
to advance the Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act (HR 763),         
she contributes to media efforts and grassroots events. She also leads           
the Diversity & Inclusion working group for CCL-Virginia.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Reginald Bain is a theoretical nuclear/particle physicist with a deep           
interest in physics education research (PER). Previously, he worked on          
problems in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and the development of         
techniques for performing high precision calculations to probe the         
nature of the strong nuclear force. His work centered on uncovering           
how bound states of heavy quark/anti-quark pairs called quarkonia, are          
formed and how the inner structure of jets, collimated sprays of           
radiation ubiquitous at particle colliders, can be used to distinguish          
between the different ways quarkonia are produced. As an Instructional          
Assistant Professor at UH, Dr. Bain works on identifying teaching         
methods that improve student outcomes and developing       
inquiry-based/active-learning curricula for college physics courses. Dr.       
Bain is also interested in studying how science can be effectively           
communicated with broader audiences through a variety of outlets. He          
is actively involved in multiple science communication and outreach         
initiatives such as the ComSciCon national and local workshop series. 

 

  

https://citizensclimatelobby.org/
https://citizensclimatelobby.org/energy-innovation-and-carbon-dividend-act/
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Dr. Susanna Kohler is the editor of AAS Nova. She received her BS in             
physics from University of California at Santa Barbara in 2008 and her            
Ph.D. in astrophysics from University of Colorado Boulder in 2014. Her           
dissertation work focused on studying and modeling the extremely         
energetic outflows from active black holes at galactic centers. Susanna          
is an administrator and former author for Astrobites and a founding         
organizer of ComSciCon, a science communication workshop series for        
graduate students. Susanna has pursued outreach in astronomy and         
physics for over a decade, both as a public speaker and as a freelance              
writer whose pieces have appeared in a variety of online publications.           
She is delighted to continue to share exciting astrophysics research with           
others now through AAS Nova. 
 

 
 

Catherine Meyers is a deputy editor for Inside Science. She has a           
bachelor’s degree in engineering from Harvey Mudd College and a          
graduate certificate in science writing from UC Santa Cruz. She has           
written for the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, the Monterey         
Herald, and ScienceNOW, the online science news arm of AAAS. Before           
beginning her writing career, Catherine worked as a software/firmware         
tester and tech support analyst for a leading manufacturer of data           
radios and also served a two-year stint in the Peace Corps in Ukraine. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Brad Conrad, originally from the Washington DC area, earned his           
B.S. in Physics and a minor in Modern World History from Rochester            
Institute of Technology (RIT) in the snowy northlands of Rochester, NY.           
While there, Brad was president of his local SPS chapter and a SPS             
National Council member, Zone 2. Brad then went on to complete his            
Ph.D. in Experimental Condensed Matter Physics at the University of          
Maryland College Park where he studied on organic semiconductors         
and surface physics. After a National Research Council fellowship at the           
National Institute of Standards and Technology where he worked on          
organic crystals, Brad became an Associate Professor at Appalachian         
State University in Boone, NC. Brad Conrad has been an active           
volunteer at SPS/APS (American Physical Society) undergraduate       
research sessions, supported his local SPS chapters, and served on          
several APS task forces focused on graduate students and early career           
physicists. Dr. Brad Conrad now serves as the Director of the Society of             
Physics Students and Sigma Pi Sigma (ΣΠΣ). He proudly represents          
all SPS members and works to make SPS an integral component of each             
student’s personal phase space. 

  

https://astrobites.org/
https://comscicon.com/
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Thank You to Our Sponsors 

 

AIP / Venture Partnership Fund 
This workshop is funded by a grant from the Venture Partnership Fund, American 
Institute of Physics, One Physics Ellipse, College Park, MD: www.aip.org. 
American Center for Physics 
American Astronomical Society 

American Meteorological Society 
The University of Dayton  

Physics Department 

 

 

 

http://www.aip.org/

